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IN

1962, in Via Stalingrado, the seven
founders of Cooperativa Modellisti
Bolognesi used to spend their evenings
in the workshop, building the wooden tables
they would work from the following morning.
Today, in 2022, the 85 members and employees
of Vetimec are preparing to inaugurate a facility
that will ferry our Cooperative towards yet
another new challenge: the production of giga
tools.
Sense of belonging. Teamwork. Fairness.
Growth. Future. Competence. Courage.
These concepts have accompanied us through
more than half a century of factory life, through
successes, crises and struggles, in a context
that has changed time after time and often
undermined our confidence. Visions that,
even in the darkest moments, have been the
beacon and the engine driving our hallmark
“cooperative” spirit. That unique something
that makes us stand out from any other work
organisation – as you will hear, over the next
few pages, directly from the mouths of our
very own men and women. “Members, with
different characteristics but equal dignity”: this
was the original pact made by the founders; a
pact so relevant sixty years on as to make all
of us, their heirs, walk past a new hall, with its
forward-looking machines, and say with pride,
“All this is mine, too”.

EVERYTHING, RIGHT
NOW: IF THIS CONCEPT
WERE EVER TO FADE,
THE COOPERATIVE
SPIRIT – WHICH IS
INTRINSICALLY FUTUREORIENTED – WOULD
FADE WITH IT.

Cooperativa Modellisti
Bolognesi is established

Edilcoop Crevalcore
takes over CMB
and Divisione
Meccanica Edilcoop is
established

1995

1986

1981

1962

Divisione Meccanica Edilcoop
takes over Veronesi & Tibaldi,
a prestigious company
producing plastic injection
moulds. VETIMEC (VEronesi +
TIbaldi + MECcanica) is born

“For me, being in a cooperative means
being independent, while always feeling
part of a team.”
Cooperativa Modellisti Bolognesi was born
in 1962 based on a revolutionary idea: that
of a new production facility guaranteeing
equal treatment, fair pay and dignity for
every worker. That was the start of years
of growth and difficulties; of opening up to
new markets and getting entangled in trade
union struggles; of difficult decisions and
continuous investment in ourselves and our
future generations.

The year 1981 marked the start of a new
phase, when Edilcoop Crevalcore took over
C.M.B. A short while later, however, Italy’s
precarious economic, political, and social
conditions brought about a major crisis, not
only for Divisione Meccanica Edilcoop but for
the entire country. During this complicated
decade, our cooperative spirit was put
severely to the test, but fortunately it had
taken sufficiently strong root in each member
as to rise above the difficulties and look to
the future with its characteristic confidence
and optimism.

“You are a part of it, for better or for worse.
Through your work, you are responsible
for ensuring business continuity.”

“Our mission is to continue to invest in
ourselves in order to create work for
future generations.”

Vetimec takes over of IBA
Centro Meridionale SPA, a major
building company specialising
in the construction and
maintenance of petrochemical
plants

Divisione Meccanica Edilcoop took over
Veronesi & Tibaldi, a prestigious company
producing plastic injection moulds.
This merger led to the establishment of
VeTiMec: Veronesi-Tibaldi-Meccanica.
The year was 1986. Twenty-four years
on, none of the initial spirit had been lost.
And – remarkably – the principle that both
worker and manager should have the same
opportunity to be appointed Chairman of the
Board of Directors remained as forceful in the
1980s as it was in 1962.

“The choice fell on the fifteen people
whom we knew would always go the
extra mile. Those who were always
ready to say: “I’ll do it!”.

Manufacturing begins on die casting
dies for aluminium structural
components, complementing the
existing production of powertrain
components

In 1995, in order to avoid bankruptcy, fifteen
people decided to shoulder the business
risk and take control of the Cooperative,
which would otherwise have been left to die
following the collapse of Edilcoop. Some
had just turned 18, others turned up at the
Notary’s on a Vespa scooter – and all shared
a touch of healthy recklessness, in the belief
that investing in people, and in those people in
particular, was the way forward.

“This a real cooperative because all the
resources we generate remain and are
reinvested within the company. In all
these years, not a cent has been spent on
anything other than production needs.”
Right from the start, the Vetimec team
worked well together. It was a real
cooperative, its production spaces being

Vetimec takes over Aedis, whose
activity centres on marble and
granite processing for interior
and funeral design

2003

1997

2000

Vetimec takes over Petroni, a tool maker
specialised in the design, manufacturing and
sampling of large sized die casting dies (up to
70 tons), thus extending the working spaces
and the services offered to customers

used for social occasions involving members,
their families and the local territory. And the
human dimension continued to travel hand in
hand with entrepreneurial growth. Following
the acquisition of IBA Centro Meridionale in
1995, in 2000 Vetimec took over Aedis and
in 2003 it acquired Petroni. In addition to
expanding its production spaces and the range
of services offered, this latter transaction
introduced new human capital into Vetimec
– men and women to whom the more senior
members could hand down their cooperative
values. This integration of different knowhow and professional expertise enriched the
corporate values of precision, competence,
flexibility and sacrifice.

“Becoming a member creates a different
sense of trust: we’re in this together; you

trust me, and I trust you, for the sake of
the Cooperative.”
As the market became more and more
global, opening up to new foreign markets,
production continued to grow, both rationally
and professionally, in the awareness that
mistakes can be made, you simply have
to learn from them. All of this helped to
overcome new episodes of low productivity,
but once again, as in 2009, the cooperative
spirit served as a gelling agent, and the
sacrifice of one, or many, to achieve a
common goal remained the fundamental
value underlying every choice. “To this
day, every member knows that his or
her behaviour can change the course of
business.” So it was in the beginning and so
it continues to be now, in the new millennium.

2013

2004
Vetimec is awarded major contracts for
the production and sampling of 4- and
6-cylinder and V6 engine block dies

“At Vetimec, I have always witnessed
a desire to keep up with the times, to
grow and improve. Often everything
about a company is linear. Here, instead,
innovation is the order of the day.”
Vetimec’s 60th anniversary coincides with the
launch of a new facility, through which the
company has entered by rights into the giga
tools market, but in fact the Cooperative has
been investing in high technology for many
years now. In 2013 and 2014, significant
investments were made to improve the
manufacturing process, while in 2018 crucial
steps forward were taken in the fields of
automation, research and development.
“The aim is to make the most of the new
potential offered by modern machinery,
without ever forgetting that people are

2014

Significant investments are made to improve
the manufacturing process: purchase of several
large high-speed CNC milling machines to be
placed in the historical Vetimec facilities and
renewal of the former Petroni facilities

key. Our men and women must be placed
in a position to make the systems work
in the best way possible.”
Today, in 2022, our cooperative spirit – while
still relevant – has changed. Its speaks
as many languages as the countries from
which our members originate. It is truly
inclusive, with a growing group of women
taking on leading roles within the company
and offering their perspective in what was a
once an area dominated almost entirely by
men. It faces new challenges day after day,
not only in production terms but also on the
social front; like the pandemic, which made
it so difficult to be “together” over the past
two years.
“In addition to passing it down, the
cooperative spirit must be cultivated,

Inauguration of a new 2400 m2 assembly
area, equipped with cranes suited to the new
dimensions of the dies produced, and of a new
large milling machine, enabling the machining of
die holders and/or the maintenance of assembled
dies, thus reducing the customer’s production
downtime.

investing time and creating spaces and
opportunities to put it into practice.”
This is partly why we need to come together
once more: because many feel this need, and
because the lessons of the 7 founders of the
Cooperative back in 1962 – to work as a
team and to look to the future, unitedly and
fearlessly – are more topical and innovative
today than ever before. “We were the
future for those who came before us,
and we seek to represent the future for
those who will come after us. We have
reached our 60th anniversary, but we
are already projected towards our 80th,
our 100th and beyond.”

2018
Launch of highly innovative
automation production
processes with the aim of
reducing lead times and
ensuring quality continuity

2022
Vetimec, together with its customers,
develops innovative R&D solutions for
the optimisation of foundry processes,
due also to the possibility of verifying the
results obtained in the sampling centre,
which is kept constantly up to date with
the latest technologies

“My hope is that there will always
be people who love the company
and members who continue to
preserve it. Others did it for us,
and we must do it for those who
will come.”

“Vetimec, stay young! My wish is
that there will always be young
people willing to take the plunge,
to take over, to hand down their
spirit and their skills for as long as
possible.”

“The highest quality, in terms of
products and relationships. To get
things done and to do them right,
also within the Cooperative: this is
my wish for Vetimec.”

“The challenge is to preserve
the beauty of our values while
adapting them to different socioeconomic contexts; to change
while remaining the same. This is

Further expansion of production
areas and lifting capacity with the
installation of a new spotting press
for the manufacture of giga tools of
up to 180 tons

the pathway to the next… hundred
thousand days of Vetimec!”
“The market changes continuously.
My hope is that we can always find
new goals to pursue without fear.”
“I hope Vetimec continues to
place importance on the sense of
belonging. A Cooperative is first
and foremost a group of people
who love one another and who love
the company.”
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To celebrate our 60th anniversary, we have planted 60 new trees
which will absorb 5 tons of CO2 and will be a source of work for local
farmers.
Follow the project on: www.treedom.net/it/organization/vetimec
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Via Castagnini, 21
40012 Calderara di Reno
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